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Abstract. - A set A is ^-immune if A is infinité and does not have an infinité subset in <g. // is
proved that f or any k>0, there exists as set A such that ££04) contains a ^_1(A)-immune
set.
Résumé. - Un ensemble A est ^-immunisé si A est infini et ne contient pas de sous-ensemble
élément de <$. On montre que pour tout k>0, il existe un ensemble A tel que ££(A) contienne un
ensemble Ej^l {A)-immunisè,

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of immunity in complexity theory arises from the need to
understand the structural relationship between complexity classes. Let <ê be a
complexity class. A set A is said to be ^-immune if A is infinité and A does
not have an infinité subset in ^. A proof for A$<S demonstrates only a
worst-case lower bound in the sense that no algorithm of type # can solve
the problem A completely, while a proof for A being ^-immune is much
stronger such that any algorithm of type %> intended for a subproblem of A
can only recognize a finite number of instances in A — thus no better than a
simple table lookup algorithm. In the following we will call a proof of the
existence of a set Aecê2-Cê1 a simple séparation (of the class ^ 2 from the
class ^ J and a proof of the existence of a set Aecê2 which is ^-immune a
strong séparation (of the class # 2 from the class ^ J .
A number of strong séparation results have appeared in the literature. A
typical resuit is that of Balcâzar and Schöning [4]: there exists a set A in
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EXP (the class of sets computable in time 2°(n)) such that both A and Â are
P-immune. Since no simple séparation resuit is known to this date about
complexity classes between PS PAC E and P, all known strong séparation
results about these complexity classes are proved in the relativized form. For
instance, Bennett and Gill [5], Homer and Maass [8] and Schöning and
Book [13] proved that there exists an oracle A such that NP (A) contains a
P(^)-immune set. Homer and Maass [8] and Balcâzar [2] proved that there
exists an oracle B such that co~NP(B) contains an NP (i?)-immune set.
Other strong séparation results concerning relativized probabilistic complexity
classes can be found in Balcâzar and Russo [3], Russo [12] and Ko [9].
It is interesting to observe that the proofs of the above relativized strong
séparation results about complexity classes P, NP and co-NP all assume a
very simple form of delayed diagonalization. Within this simple setting of
delayed diagonalization, the real diagonalization process becomes a routine
translation of the diagonalization involved in the corresponding simple séparation proof. Even for more complicated proofs involving probabilistic complexity classes, the proofs still follow this form of delayed diagonalization.
In this note, we give more explicitly this gênerai setting of delayed diagonalization for relativized strong séparation, and demonstrate how the strong séparation of relativized polynomial time hierarchy can be proved in this setting
so that the complicated combinatorial arguments used in the simple séparation can be translated into this setting without extra difficulty.
Our main results include
THEOREM 1: For every k>0, there exists a set A such that\L%(A) contains a
set which is ^-i (A)-immune.
THEOREM 2: There exists a set A such that PSP ACE (A) contains a set
which is Y^{A)-immune for every k^O.

3: For every k>0, there exists a set A such that Ef (A) = Iï£(A)
and Sfc (^4) contains a set which is ^-i (A)-immune.
These results extend the simple séparation results of Yao [15], Hastad [7]
and Ko [10] for the relativized polynomial time hierarchy. Theorem 1 also
extends the resuit of Balcâzar [2] and Homer and Maass [8] that there
exists a set A such that NP(A) contains a simple set.
The above results, together with earlier strong séparation results, seem to
suggest that most simple séparations can easily be modified to strong séparations and these strong séparation results by immune sets do not reveal more
about the différence of the complexity classes under considération. Perhaps
THEOREM
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an even stronger séparation by, for example, bi-immune sets {cf. Torenvliet
and van Emde Boas [14]) may pro vide more insight into the structural
relationship between the complexity classes.
In this paper, all sets A are sets of strings over the alphabet
r = { 0 , 1}. For each string x, let \x\ dénote its length. Let Tn be the set of
all strings of length n. Let (i,j) be a standard pairing function on two
integers. For each set A, let %A be its characteristic function. Let A be a set;
then P(A\ NP(A) and PSP ACE (A) dénote the classes of sets computable
by oracle machines with oracle A in deterministic polynomial time, nondeterministic polynomial time, and polynomial space, respectively. For fe^O, we
let Z£ (A) be the Ar-th level of the polynomial time hierarchy relative to A;
that is, 1LPO{A) = P{A\ and l£04), k>0, is the class of sets computable by a
nondeterministic polynomial time oracle machine relative to a set in
Efc-it^)- The relativized polynomial time hierarchy PH(A) is the union of
NOTATION:

We will consider constant-depth circuits. These circuits have a fixed number
of depth of AND or OR gates, with unbounded fanin in each gâte. A circuit
computes a function on its variables. In this paper, each variable is associated
with a string jteT*, and is denoted by vx. Let V be the set of variables
occurred in a circuit C. Then a restriction p of C is a mapping from V to
{0, 1, * } . For each restriction p of C, C(~p dénotes the circuit C' obtained
from C by replacing each variable vx with p(^x) = 0 by 0 and each vy with
p(z;y)=l by 1. Let B be a set of strings. Then, there is a restriction pB
associated with B: pB (vx) =1 if x e B and pB (vx) = 0 if x $ B.
2. A GENERAL SETTING FOR RELATIVIZED STRONG SEPARATION

Let <S1 and # 2 be two complexity classes. Assume that there exists an
oracle A such that L(A)e($2(A) — ^x {A) for some set L(A) having the
following properties:
PROPERTY A: There exists an effective enumeration of machines {Mt} such
that <g1 (A) is exactly the class of sets L(Mi9 A), i^ 1, where L(M(, A) is the
set of strings accepted by Mx with oracle A. Also, each machine M{ on an
input w of length n can only access to the oracle A strings of length :g q{ (n)
for some strictly increasing recursive function qt.
PROPERTY B: The set L(A) has the property that whether a string w of
length n is in L(A) dépends only on the set A f] W(ri), where W(n) is a
vol. 24, n° 3, 1990
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window such that W{n)^{x\mx (n)^\x\^m2(n)}
for some functions mx
and m2 and that W(nx) C\ W(n2)z=0 for different nx and n2.
Further assume that the proof of L(A)$<êx{A) has the following standard
form of diagonalization:
Diagonalization, The set A is constructed by stages. By the end of stage
i — 1, the memberships in A of strings up to length lt have been determined
and A(i) is set to be {JC| | J C | ^ / ; and xeA}. In stage /, machine Mt is
considered and a sufficiently large integer « = «,->/; is chosen such that the
window W(ri) is free from the interférence of construction of earlier stages
(Le., ^ i ( « ) > ^ - i ( « i - i ) and m1(n)>li), and that the following property is
satisfied:
PROPERTY

C: There exists a set Bs W(ri) such that 0n4L(B) if and only

if
Then, A{i+ 1) is set to A (/) U B. The set A is defined to be U A (i).
Examples, (à) Baker, Gill and Solovay [1] have used this simple form of
diagonalization to prove that there exists a set A such that
L(A)eNP(A)-P(A),

where L(A) = {On\A f) r B # 0 } . That is, the window

W(n) is simply F" and the existence of set B for Property C is shown by a
simple counting argument which asserts that a polynomial-time deterministic
machine cannot query, on input O", about every string of length n.
(b) In a more gênerai case, Hastad's proof [7] for the existence of set A
such that L(A)eH^(A)~H^_1(A)t)
k>0, also has this form of diagonalization. Namely, the set L(A) is defined to be the set of all O" such that

(where gfc = 3 if A: is odd, and = V if k is even), and so the window W{n) is
equal to Tkn, The key combinatorial lemma here is that any depth-A: circuit
with small bottom fanins cannot compute the predicate "OneL(Ay\ This
lemma then is translated to Property C above by Furst, Saxe and Sipser's
observation [6] of the relationship between constant-depth circuits and
From the above diagonalization of simple séparation results, we can
describe a typical strong séparation resuit which proves that, in addition to
the above result, L (A) is cêx (^)-immune. To do this, we need some more
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assumptions about classes <€1 (A) and ^ 2 C^):
First, the above Property C need be generalized into
PROPERTY D: For any finite collection of machines Mjv . . .,Mj for class
V1(A% there exists a set B^W(n) such that On$L(B) if and only if 3r9
1 ^r^p, Mfr{i) uB accepts 0".
Furthermore, we assume that the class <€1 and set L(A) satisfy
PROPERTY E: There exists an infinité number of indexes j such that
L(Mp X)^0 for all oracles X, and
n
PROPERTY F: L(A) has the property that 0 $L(A) if AD W(n) = 0.
The basic setup is the same as the setup for the simple séparation proof.
The main différence is that we also maintain a set U of "uncanceled" indexes.
Before stage 1, C/ is set to 0 . In stage i, we first add i into set U, then
consider all machines Mi whose index j is in U. We also piek a sufficiently
large integer n = nt and consider the input 0" and the window W{ri). There
are two cases:

Case 1: There exist an j eU and a set B^W(n) such that 0n$L(B) and
Mf(i)uB accepts 0".
Then, j is canceled (Le., £/: = U~ {;}), and y4(/+l) is set to A(Î)\JB.
Case 2: Not Gase 1.
Then, by Property D, there exists a set B g W(n) such that 0neL(B) and
for all je U, Mf(i) u B rejects 0". Set A ( Ï + 1) to be A (i) U ^.
00

This complètes stage L Set A is defined to be U A (ï). The above construction achieves the following two goals: (a) L(A) is infinité, and (b) for eachj,
L(Mp A) is not an infinité subset of L(A).
First note that by the choice of integers nt and Property B of W(n), the
conditions established in stage i such as OneL(A (j+ 1)) or Mfii+1) accepting
0" also hold for set A.
Next note that by Property E9 which asserts that for infinitely many indexes
j9 Mf rejects 0" for all n, we know that the limit of set U is infinité. Since in
each stage we add at most one index into set U, the limit of U is infinité
only when Case 2 occurs infinitely often in the above construction. That is,
an infinitely many 0" have been made to be in L(A). This shows that goal
(a) is established.
For the goal (6), we consider machine My If y is canceled in stage z, then
we must have 0"<M0'+ 1) and Mf(i + 1) accepts 0". Therefore, 0" is a witness
vol. 24, n° 3, 1990
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that L(Mp A)^L(A). So, we may assume that j is never canceled. Then, for
any n^np if OneL(A), then n = nt for some integer i^j, and in stage z, Case 2
occurs [if n^nt for all i then A C\ W(n) = 0 and hence, by Property F,
On$L(A)]. This means that Mfii + 1) rejects 0". Therefore, L(Mp A)C\L(A)
must be a finite set. These arguments establish the goal (b).
The above proved the following metatheorem.
If c€2 and <€1 have a relativized simple séparation satisfting
Properties A-F, then ^2 an^ ^>i have a relativized strong séparation.
METATHEOREM:

Remarks: (1) In the above proof, Property F is not really necessary. It is
added only for the purpose of convenience. All we need, actually, is a
simple condition o n ^ f i W(ri) such that Qn$L(A) if A O W(n) satisfies this
condition. Then, in the stage i, we first expand A(i) into A' (i) to make
A'(i)DW(n)
satisfy this condition for every n'=£n which is^^(«), and
construct B to satisfy Property D with respect to the new A'(f).
(2) The referee pointed out that in earlier proofs, such as in [13], it is often
required that, in Case 1, the smallest index j satisfying the property is
cancelled. Our proof above does not require this since it is less constructive
and relies more on Property E which implies that Case 2 occurs infinitely
often.
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2

We now apply the above metatheorem to the polynomial time hierarchy.
We first consider Theorem 1.
1: For every A;>0, there exists a set A such that ^1{A) contains a
set which is E£_ X (A)-immune.
THEOREM

Let &>0. Let

Then L ( ^ ) e S f (A) and satisfies Property B with W(n) = Tkn. By the standard
enumeration of polynomial-time alternating machines with at most k alternations and the enumeration of polynomial functions, we get an enumeration
{Mt} of Sf-oracle machines satisfying Property A. Furthermore, Properties
E and .F are obviously satisfied by this enumeration and set L(A). Thus, for
the proof of Theorem 1, we only need to verify Property D, which is qui te
simple in terms of lower bounds for constant-depth circuits established by
Yao [15]andHastad[7].
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For any integers k and t, let 1,-CIR {ky t) be the collection of all depthcircuits with its top gâte an OR gâte, its fanin^2 f , and its bottom
fanin^f. Also recall that for any set Bg r*, the restriction pB is defined to
be pB (vx) = 1 if x e B and pB (vx) — Oï(x$B.
LEMMA 4 [6]: Let Mt be a Y^-oracle machine, with a polynomial time bound
qt. Then, for each string x of length n, there exists a circuit C=CijX in
l,-CIR(k, qi(ri)) such that its variables are those associated with strings of
length^q^ri) and for each set B^T*, C\ PB— 1 oMf accepts x.
Let Dl be the depth-k circuit with the following property: the fanin of Dl
is exactly 2" for every gate; the top gate of Dl is an OR gâte; and all other
gâtes are alternative^ OR and AND gates, Also let the variables of the
circuit Dl be exactly those associated with strings of length kn, occurring in
the circuit in the increasing order. Then, it is clear that Dl[pB = %L(B)(0n) for
all sets B.

5 [7, Ï5]: For any k>0, there exists an integer nk such that for all
n>nk, no circuit C in I*-CIR(k—l, nïogn) computes exactly the same function
as Dl
LEMMA

LEMMA 6: For any k, p, m>0 there exists an integer nö>m such that for
all n>n0 and all sets A of strings oflength gm, there exists a set B^Tkn such
that On£L(B) if and only if there exists a machine Mp l^j%p, such that
Mf"B accepts 0*.

Proof: Let p be the restriction on variables associated with strings of
p

length ^ YJ Qj (n) defined as follows:
A(x),

!

0,
*,

if f
if \x\>kn;
if jx| = *n-

Then, for each 7, 1 SjSP> defïne the circuit C] to be the circuit C} onjpy where
Cj on is the circuit of Lemma 4, corresponding to machine M} and string 0n.
From Lemma 4y it is clear that for all sets B^Tkn^ Cj[pB outputs Î if and
P

only if MfuB accepts 0\ Let C= v Cy Then, C is in X-CIR(k-l,

nlo*n)

p

for suffïciently large n (i.e., if nl0%n> ^ q^n)). (Note that the top gates of
J-i

C'fs are OR gates.) By Lemma 5, C does not compute the function computed
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by Dl. That is, there exists a set B^Tkn such that C\pB outputs 1 if and only
if Dl [pB outputs 0 if and only if On$L{B). Since C is the OR of the circuits
^p, the lemma foliows from the above relation and the relation
between C) and Mj. D
Remark; The above proof can be modifïed to prove that X£ (A) contains
a n£ (^4)-immune set. To see this, we first note that Lemma 5 can be strengthened so that no C in IT-CIR(A;, nlogn) computes the function as circuit Dl,
where IT-CIR (k, f) is the collection of circuits of the same structure as those
in S-CIR (k, t) but having top AND gates. Then, in Lemma 6, each circuit
p

Cj is in n-CIR(A:, ^(«)) 5 and we need to show that C= v C) is still in
J-I

4j(n)

IÏ-CIR(A;, «logn). Write C}= A Chr9 with each C'lr in £-CIR(fc-l, q}(n)).
P

Then, by DeMorgan's law, C can be expressed as the AND of Y[ Qj (n) many
v

circuits,

each

of

the

form

v C'jt r

and

hence

each

being

in

J=I

X'CIRik-

1, Y qj(n)). For sufficiently large n such that
P

r

CeU-ClR(k, «logn).

niozn^ Yl qj(n)+ Y qj(n),

Next we consider Theorem 2.
THEOREM 2: There exists a set A such that PSPACE{A) contains a set which
is 2f (A)-immune for every k^O. (The following proof actually establishes a
stronger result: the class ®P(A) contains a set which is 1,% (A)-immune for
every k^.0; where ®P is the class of sets accepted by nondeterministic machines
with an oddnumber of accepting paths [11].)
The proof for Theorem 1 extends easily to Theorem 2. First, the enumera00

tion of machines for the class PH= U 2f can be done by enumerating
fc = 0

M< k> j y where M< * j > is the y-th machine in the enumeration of Zf-oracle
machines. It is obvious that this enumeration satisfies Properties A and E.
Next, let Lodd (A) - { 0" 11| A C\ F" || is odd }.Then, the windowis W(n) = F" and
Lodd(^4) and W(n) satisfy Properties B and F. For Property D, we use Yao's
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result [15] that a constant-depth, subexponential-size circuit does not compute
the parity function.
7 [15]: For any k>0, there exists an integer nk such that for all
n>nk no circuit C in Y*-CIR{k> nlogn) computes the (odd) parity of2n variables.
LEMMA

LEMMA 8: Let w>0, and M<kljl>, . . .,M < k tj > be a finite collection of
PH-oracle machines. Then, there exists an integer n0 such that for all n>n0
and for all sets A of strings of length^m, there exists a set B^Tn such that
|| B || is even if and only if3r, 1 g r t^p, MfkurtBjr > accepts 0".

Sketch of Proof: The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 6.
All we need is to let fc = max{fcr| l ^ r ^ / ? } and construct a circuit C in £CIR(k, nlogn) such that for all sets B, C\pB outputs 1 if and only if at least
one of M(krBJr>, 1 ^ r ^ / ? , accepts 0w. Then, the lemma follows from Lemma 7
that the circuit C does not compute the parity of B. D

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Homer and Maass [8] constructed an oracle set A such that NP(A) = coNP(A) and that NP(A) has a P (yl)-imrnune set. Theorem 3 generalizes this
result to every level of the polynomiai time hierarchy.
THEOREM 3: For every fc>0, there exists a set A such that E£ (A) = Il£ (^4)
and S£04) contains a set which is 2£_i (A)~immune.
First we observe that the construction of a set i such that
Iik(A) = Uk(A)^^k-1(AX
k>0, does not follow exactly the gênerai form of
diagonalization outlined in Section 2. To make Hk(A) = Ilk(A), we need to
ensure an additional condition that Kk(A)€Ïlk(A) be satisfied, where f?(A)
is a complete set for ^Ek(A). It is more convenient if we also assume that
F? (A) has the property that the question of whether a string x is in f? (A)
dépends only on the set A f\ {w\ \ w\<\x\}. In the foliowing we give an
outline of the construction of an oracle A for the simple séparation
"Lpk(A) = Upk(A)^"Ll^1(Ay For details, see Ko [10].
Fix an integer A:>0. First we translate all the requirements into requirements on circuits. We modify the set L(A) in the proof of Theorem 1 into

L'{A)
\y2\ = n) . . . (Qkyk, b*| = n)0"^^ 2 . . . ykeA}.
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Thus the window W(n) is {0ny\\y\ = kn}. Let Gl be the depth-A: circuit on
variables associated with strings in W{n) such that Gnk\PA outputs 1 if and
only if OneL'(A). Next, for each w, | w\ = n, define a circuit H% on variables
associated with strings of length (k+l)n+ 1 such that for each set A, H£[pA
outputs 1 if and only if (3zu \z1\ = n) (Vz2, z2 | = « ) . . . (Qkzk, \zk\^n)
lwz1z2 . . . zkeA. Note that Gl and H^'s are depth-A: circuit whose fanin of
each gâte is exactly 2". Now the extra requirement that F?(A)eTll(A) can
be satisfied if we select A such that for each w, H% [pA outputs 1 if and only
i

ï

k

)

In stage i, assume that we have determined A (i) of the memberships of
strings x in A up to length l(. We consider the z-th E£_ x (A)-OT2LC\Q machine
Mt. Choose a large n = ni>li, and expand A (i) into A' (i) of strings of length
up to n-l and make H%\pA outputs 1 if and only if w$K^{A) for ail w,
\w\<n. Next let Wr(n)=W(n)\j{lz.\\z\ = (k+l)m9n^m^gi(n)}9 and
prove the following property.
C : This exists a set B^W{n) such that
(i) 0" £ L' (B) <^> M f » - B accepts 0", and

PROPERTY

(ii) (Vw,/iS|w[^ ?l (/!))«?f PilMOüJ| outputs l o W ^ ( i ' ( i ) U 5 ) .
To prove this property, we fîrst convert the condition M?(l) u B accepting
0" into a condition on depth-A: circuit. Namely, the circuit C ^ C( 0« is defîned
to be the circuit corresponding to the computation of Mt on input 0"? with
the following extra assignments to variables: if |x|<(fc+ Y)n the assign value
%A<(i)(x) to the variable vx, and if \x\^(k+l)n
and x$W{n) then assign
value 0 to the variable vx, This circuit C is in ^-CIR(k- 1, qt{n)). Then, the
following lemma shows that Property C can be satisfîed if n is suffiCiently
large.
Let C be a circuit with variables V. Let p be a restriction on V such that
Ç[p computes a constant function 0 or 1. Then, we say that p completely
détermines C.
LEMMA 9 [10]: For every k^.2 there exists a constant nk such that the
following holdsfor all n>nk. Let Gl and H^y n^\w\<nXoën be circuits defined
above. Let C be a circuit in H-CIR{k~ 1, nlog") whose variables are a subset
of those of Gl and H^ys, Then% there exists a restriction p on variables of C
such that p completely détermines C but it does not completely détermine any
H^% fi^[w|</i logw , nor the circuit G£.
Property C is satisfîed by first finding p which completely détermines
Cjj0« but none of G\ or H%, and then extend p to p' which completely
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détermines Gl but having value G£ |~p, # Ct 0» |~p,, and then further extend it to
p" such that each H% is completely determined by p" and having value
H%[p„=l if and only if w$lP(A'(i)\JB). Finally, let B be the set of all
strings x with p" (x)= 1. The above forms the proof of the simple séparation
resuit: 3 A S£ (A) = n£ (A) ±E£_ x (A).
Now, for Theorem 3, we need to verify additional Properties D, E and F.
First, Properties E and F are easily seen to be true. (Also, for Property B,
note that W (nx) C\ Wr(n2) = 0 iîn^n2 and so the construction in one stage
will not affect the construction in other stages.) Next, we need to strengthen
Property D into
PROPERTY D': For any finite collection of E£-oracle
Mjv . . ., Mj , there exists a set J?g W (ri) such that
(i) 0n$L'(B)o3r, l^r^p, Mfr'ii)uB accepts 0M, and

machines

(ii) V ^ n ^ l w l ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ u t p u t s l ^ w ^ ^ C ^ C O U ^ ) .
Note that by the above discussion, Mfr' (0 u B accepts 0" if and only if
CJr o n[ pB =l, where Cjr 0« is a circuit in 2-C/i?(fc— 1, qjr(n)) corresponding
to the machine Mjr and input 0n. Thus the OR of these circuits forms a
circuit C in S-C/R(fc~U «log") for sufficiently large n. Apply Lemma 9 to
circuits C and Gl and 7^'s to find a restriction p which completely détermines
C' but none of H% nor G£. Then, similarly to the above discussion on Property
C', we can extend p to defïne the set B. Thus, Property D' is satisfied. This
complètes the proof of Theorem 3.
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